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Chapter 2629

“If I lose, you can do whatever you ask me to do, even if I am a cow and a horse in the
village, but if I win…” Wang Simin smiled slyly.

“If you win? How?” the old village chief said.

“This, wait until you win.” Wang Simin smiled mysteriously.

“The young man has nothing to return for the safety of our village. Although quite
impulsive, but deep and righteous, how can we bet their lives? This is ridiculous and
trivial.” The old village chief shook his head and flatly refused.

“George Han is our leader and even our friend. We care more about his safety than you.
I will ask you whether to gamble or not.” Wang Simin laughed softly.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng wanted to give a word to persuade Wang Simin, after all, this fact
has nothing to do with gambling or not gambling, but he didn’t know what the girl was
selling.

Ningyue also wanted to stop, but at this time, Wang Simin gently moved to the side of
Ningyue, whispered a few words in a low voice, Ningyue frowned for a while, and turned
to look at Wang Simin strangely.

After a while, she nodded and looked at the old village chief.

“I…I…” The old village chief was speechless, saving people and helping not to toss. If
you bet any bets here, you can just be crazy, everyone went crazy along with them.

“You can bet whatever you want!” The old village chief dropped a word angrily, and if he
was depressed, he would go out.

Seeing Wang Simin’s sword, he reluctantly shouted: “I’ll go to the side room to see my
son.”

Wang Simin smiled and took the sword, leaving only the extremely depressed old village
chief walking towards the side room.

As soon as the old village chief left, the villagers dispersed, and the old men followed in
his footsteps.

In the room, soon only Wang Simin and other mysterious people were left.



However, although everyone was in the same group, Mo Yang and the others were also
looking at Wang Simin and Ningyue with a dazed expression.

After a few days of getting along, although he knew that Wang Simin’s personality was
biased towards impulsivity, his brain was very bright. It was indeed for the safety of the
villagers to prevent the villagers from helping George Han.

After all, with George Han’s personal ability, even if he meets a top expert, he still has a
chance to get away, but if these villagers go, it will only drag him back. But making some
irrelevant gambling appointments at this time is really incredible.

The point is that even Ningyue, the right leader, didn’t even know what kind of ecstasy
she had poured into her at this time, and went crazy with her.

“Wait a minute, Qin… Where’s Senior Sister Qin Shuang?”

Suddenly, at this moment, Mo Yang saw the ginseng baby lying on the bench next to
him and slumbering, but Qin Shuang, who had been almost inseparable from the
ginseng baby, No trace at all.

“That’s it!” Ningyue frowned and rushed out of the house a few steps.

With the little bit of Qin Shuang’s special fragrance remaining in the air, Ningyue
suddenly frowned, and slowly raised her head to look at the dark sky above her head.

“She should have been chasing George Han.”

Ningyue knew that although Qin Shuang was George Han’s senior sister, George Han
also loved Amelia Su deeply, but Qin Shuang still loved him with all his heart. Junior
brother.

Therefore, when George Han committed the risk alone, she sneaked out while everyone
was not paying attention.

She cares about George Han’s safety, more than ginseng baby, more than her own life.

“Everyone should go back first, and then summon the disciples to come here. Three
thousand people are away. We will guard the village to prevent that Huangsha Daxian
from suddenly returning to the carbine.” Ningyue regained her mood and ordered softly.

“Yes!”

Everyone took their orders and hurried back to where the disciples were.

Soon after, under the assignment of Ningyue, the people who had come to stay
overnight quickly changed their roles and defended the village in an orderly manner.



“Ningyue didn’t say where Qin Shuang went. It seems that Qin Shuang should have
gone out with San Qian.” In the west, Mo Yang and Dao Twelve led dozens of disciples,
and they couldn’t help but say as they looked around. .

“I can see that the super beauty likes us George Han if you are not blind.” Faced with the
doubts of Dao Twelve, Mo Yang smiled softly: “This kid is really blessed. The big
beauties get together and lean on the body.”

“Damn, That is necessary. If I am a woman, I will marry my family for three thousand.”

“Just you?” Mo Yang looked at Dao Twelve like a dog.

“Damn, what’s wrong with me, isn’t it beautiful to be a girl?”

At this time, George Han…
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When light and shadow flashed in the dark night, the next second, it was in the low
mountains a dozen miles away from the village.

There is one mountain that is the strangest. It is composed of three mountains, arranged
in an orderly manner, as one, like a true condensed mountain character.

When George Han’s figure settled down for only a moment, another light and shadow
quickly fell behind him.

Naturally, it was Qin Shuang.

George Han glanced at her, didn’t say much, she was here, what else could George
Han say?

Qin Shuang didn’t need to explain, he looked at the strange mountain shape indifferently,
and frowned slightly: “This mountain is so strange.”

This is what George Han felt.

“Although it is part of the mountains, but it feels out of place!” Qin Shuang frowned
slightly.

George Han had deep eyes, staring closely at the Sanlian mountain in front of him, and
the anti-Buddha statue could see through the entire mountain for a while.

“Be careful!” Suddenly, George Han drank it suddenly, grabbed Qin Shuang’s hand in
the next second, and flew violently.



Almost at the same time, with a loud bang, the ground suddenly cracked under the feet
of the two of them, and the large gaps continued to spread out the small gaps, and
quickly spread to the surroundings.

The earth trembled frantically, and the surrounding mountains began to move!

“Roar!”

Beneath the ground column, countless bones were grinning and roaring, they were
madly spreading their teeth and claws, as if they were about to pull down George Han
and Qin Shuang who were already flying.

“This…what is this?” Qin Shuang’s face was pale, and he was obviously taken aback.

George Han was about to speak, but at this moment, a huge ghost suddenly rose from
the cracks in the ground.

Its body is quite tall with a few mountains piled up, haunted by mists, and its blood
spurts out with its mouth wide open.

“A sword breaks the sky!”

Even though it’s bluffing, what is a ghost in front of George Han? With Qin Shuang
directly, a sword pierced the bones of Yin Ling’s eyebrows.

With Yin Ling roaring incomparably distorted anger, George Han also took Qin Shuang
through its head.

“Roar!”

Unwilling to tear up roar, the next second, the yin spirit turned into nothing!

But even so, the cracks in the ground under the feet are still the mad wailing and roaring
of countless bones, making this place at this time like hell.”How come there are so many
Yin spirits?” Qin Shuang couldn’t help but wonder after holding his mind.

“If I guess right, these people are all sacrifices.” George Han said coldly.

“But there are not so many people in a village.”

“Who can be sure that our village is the first group of victims?” George Han said slightly.

Looking at the bones that had even begun to crawl out in the cracks on the ground, Qin
Shuang showed fear, but was even more angry.

What Huangsha Immortal, it is nothing more than a demon with charcoal.

“Roar!”



Suddenly, at this moment, the two sides of the three monster mountains moved
suddenly.

Tightly, the several large mountains on both sides turned into a towering giant. As soon
as they climbed up from the ground, they roared and roared on the spot, with great
momentum!

These giants are all made of soil and stone, and they are as solid as a rock only from the
outside, making people daunting.

“Shall I deal with them?” George Han said softly.

“Do you really think I’m here to hold you back? Male left, female right.” Qin Shuang
drank coldly, and in the next second, he raised the Demon Sword in his hand and
rushed directly towards the stone man on the right.

Naturally, George Han didn’t give too much, grabbed the jade sword and lifted up!

boom!

The two swords slashed on the giant’s stone brain almost at the same time, and the
flames burst forth all of a sudden.

George Han and Qin Shuang were almost at the same time, and they were directly
backlashed by the force, shaking back several steps.

“Neck!” The two blurted out almost at the same time, the next second, like two
phantoms.

“Swipe!”

The flashing light flew past two huge roads.

In the next second, only two loud noises were heard, and the huge heads of the two
giants crashed on the ground, and the dust billowed.

George Han and Qin Shuang reunited, shoulder to shoulder, back to back.

boom!

Losing their heads, the two giants collapsed and annihilated, and the bones in the
ground crack began to turn into powder.

The mountains shook, everything turned into dust and smoke.

On George Han’s side or Qin Shuang’s side, the only thing that hasn’t changed is each
other beside them.



The two turned sideways slightly, George Han frowned, Qin Shuang also frowned
Liumei: “Illusion?”
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fell, the two of them took their qi luck almost at the same time. As the two of them made
a seal with one hand, the qi luck volleyed between their fingers.

“Broken!” The

the whole world changed abruptly. In front of me, there was a gray world, and the eyes
were all gray, with no end in sight, and no edge insight.

The two leaned back against each other again in an instant, holding long swords in their
hands, and scanned the surroundings.

“Three thousand, where is this?” Qin Shuang said softly.

George Han had already opened his heavenly eyes, but when he saw it, he was more
puzzled: “In the earth!”

“In the earth?” Qin Shuang was taken aback.

But shouldn’t there be endless soil in the soil? Why is there such a space? !

“To be precise, it’s in those three strange mountains.” George Han said softly, “However,
I can’t see it all, because the surroundings are artificially sealed with a very strange
force.”

“Interesting!” At this time, there was a cry. The tactful female voice rang slightly, and the
voice was like a bell, empty, and full of sharpness and vicissitudes.

With the sound of this sound, a beautiful figure slowly walked out of the misty gray,
hanging in the air.

I can’t see her appearance clearly, I only know that I’m in good shape, and I hold the
long piano lightly in my arms. Although I haven’t put my hand on the piano and caress it,
I can hear the gentle sound of the piano in my ears. She had a slightly sharp voice, not
conflicting at all, only complementing each other.

Anti-Buddha puts people in a fairyland.

Looking for the sound, George Han and Qin Shuang turned halfway at the same time,
but they were still side by side, defensively, staring at the woman.

Although both of them have high cultivation bases, they are clearly aware at this time
and should not be careless.



“It’s a handsome man and a pretty girl. I didn’t expect that there is such a beautiful
woman in the world.” She smiled softly, and the gray faded away, but she revealed a
peerless beauty.

Although it is not as good as Qin Shuang and Lu Ruoxin, it is by no means comparable
to ordinary women.

“You’re the fairy Huangsha?” George Han was slightly surprised. After all, a man who
kills women secretly should be a man in common sense.

This Huangsha Great Immortal turned out to be a woman, which is quite surprising. “?
Sand Sin” She smiled gently, like the United States and the scenery: “! Relative, I prefer
to be called my ancestral land fairy”

“With you, with numbers from immortal? But the meticulous monster.” Qin Shuang said
coldly.

“You girl has sharp teeth and a sharp mouth. But who makes you look beautiful?” She
smiled lightly, not angry: “For a while, I will let your girl’s mouth be used elsewhere! “

Does it depend on you?” George Han smiled softly.

“This immortal is tired of hearing these words!” As soon as the voice fell, he lifted his
hand.

In a moment, the ashes under George Han’s feet disappeared, and there were a few
white bones on the ground.

Obviously, these are the masters who have passed by here and wanted to vent their
anger for the villagers, but in the end they only left their bones.

“Is there any difference between you and them?” The woman smiled lightly, her wicked
charm was extremely evil, and blood was leaking in her ecstatic eyes.

In the next second, she suddenly turned over the violin in her arms, and her hands
suddenly played.

“Dangdang!” The

sound of the piano suddenly turned into two light waves, and it struck in an instant.

“Small bugs!”

George Han snorted coldly, and the chaotic air in his hand was suddenly released on
the jade sword, and the jade sword suddenly shook off with a burst of energy, directly
stunning the light waves transformed by the sound of the piano!



Almost at the same time, Qin Shuang was also slightly lucky. The Demon Sword in his
hand suddenly volleyed into the sky. Almost at the same time that George Han blocked
the light wave of the opposite woman, the Demon Sword suddenly turned into several
sword shadows and attacked the woman.

“Swipe!”

After several successive sword strikes, the woman quickly flicked a few strings in her
hand to directly resolve it.

However, she could no longer resist the last word, she could only dodge her head
slightly, but when she turned her head back, a wound was already drawn on her face,
with blood flowing!

She touched the wound lightly, with anger on her face and a bit of teasing: “It turns out to
be a couple of dogs and men with a special body!”

“Interesting!”

“I suddenly want to know that you should not be both good and evil. What kind of evil
would it be if these dogs and men gave birth to a child?” After speaking, she smiled
grimly.
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